
Chapter 1

Challenge and Compassion

“Samira dipped into the flaming red paint and smeared the colour all over the painting she had spent weeks on. 
“Fuck it! Fuck you!” She yelled at no one in particular. And then she started to cry; the delicate tears morphing into
heavy sobbing in seconds.”

That was the beginning of a novel I wrote in November of 2018. I was taking part in NaNoWriMo for the first time and I
was really struggling with starting it. I had no idea what I was writing about, but it felt like I really needed to get back into
story-making again. I kept typing and deleting, typing and deleting… It became a cycle and I was getting angrier with
myself as each minute passed. Cassandra, my partner, saw this and told me to just write it. No deleting, no matter how shit
it seemed to me. My anger at that point reminded myself of the state I get in sometimes, where I would just paint all over a
painting that I felt I ruined. It was accepting defeat and when the paint dried, it forced me to start again. So I decided that
very concept would be what I wrote about. Some of my favourite artworks of mine had been a victim of this “angry
painting” and the same thing has happened to this book. On many occasions I would try to write these pages and I would
repetitively just give up and then try again.
After November ended and I had well and truly abandoned that novel, December came and the grossly hot heat with it. On
the 1st I grabbed a canvas covered with excess paint from other artworks and I just started messily painting. I had no idea
what I was going to do with it, but I needed to do it. My mental health was quite low, I had not done too much art in a
while and I knew painting was the answer.

I’ve said it already and I’ll say it again; art is therapy. However, it is also frustrating, crushing and disheartening. It builds
up my being as well as it destroys it. If the process of every artwork always went my way and therefore was easy, then that
would not make it truly and wholly therapeutic. The times when an artwork goes awfully awry and all I want to do is
angrily paint a big blob over it, throw it or just simply cry, are just as much a part of the therapy. Art challenges you, or
more so it should, for if you do not push outside your comfort zone, whether in your art practice or in life, you will simply
stay stagnant. Each piece is an adventure of emotions and processing, whether you do it consciously or subconsciously. So
I try to embrace the challenges, see the importance and value of each “mistake,” and learn to love being an imperfect
creator. I do not remember this all the time and so I sometimes question the validity of calling myself a true artist. But
what does that title even mean?
Something I really dislike is that there are a lot of people who believe that to be a “true artist,” you must do or be X, Y, or
Z. Anybody can be an artist, or practice art, and anybody should. When it comes down to it, especially when it is utilised
as a form of therapy, it simply does not matter if you have the skills or talent. You can be as emotional and messy or
precise and detailed as you want. If you open yourself up to it, it can be therapeutic for anybody and it does not matter if
you claim to only be able to draw stick figures, for that is art too. The more you indulge yourself in the beauty that it can
bring, the more the process deepens. I really do truly believe that anyone can create and that everybody should. We can
always try to implement creation into our lives, as long as we let go of fear and expectation.

It’s nearing the end of December now and this month I have tried my best to create as much as I could. However, the one
thing I started the month with - what I called the eye painting - has been sitting on an easel, waiting for me to continue it
all month. I do not have any idea how to keep working on it, because right now it seems finished to me. And it very well
may be finished, but it was just too easy.
Therapy can be easy. That kind of therapy - the nice, relaxing and soft kind - has so many positive benefits, because it is
safe, and for a lot of people, safety is what they need. But when therapy is challenging, it can uproot some heavy and
painful topics or memories, which can also be therapeutic if done right. There is so much to say about how facing things
that are difficult or uncomfortable can break ground on the real issues that need healing. Ignoring these issues,
intentionally or not, can lead to the behaviour of falling on the ‘off switch’ when things get hard or uncomfortable. It
seems so dangerous to face your trauma, mental health or difficulties head on, and it is, in some way or form. But this
facing of situations that seem dangerous is necessary to growth, understanding and moving forward. That is why choosing
to do something that challenges you is so helpful for your improvement. It allows you to learn through experience and
mistakes. 

It is important to remember that challenging yourself should not lead to pushing your limits in an unhealthy and damaging
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manner. This is where emotional intelligence comes in; there are times when everyone needs to accept their own
limitations and take part in self-compassion and forgiveness. It is about knowing when to stop, allowing yourself a break
and the kind of understanding and love that helps you to continue with the trials of life. Sometimes you need to put the
paintbrush down or do what is easiest or kindest for you. There is absolutely no shame in that - in fact, it is necessary to
look after yourself. Challenging yourself will not be effective if it would be unwise or unkind to do so. The balance of
challenge and self-compassion leads to a good life and powerful artworks.
I just finished staring at the painting that I have put down for several weeks, still in an internal struggle of whether it is
finished or not. It certainly has served its purpose therapy-wise, but the artist in me who hopes to one day earn a living
through my art tells me that once again, it just was too easy. The quote by Leonardo da Vinci keeps playing in my head.
“Art is never finished, only abandoned.” Perhaps this battle of working out if a painting is finished is futile? What if it is
stopping me from further creation? Maybe the time is to move on. If the day comes when I feel the urge to “complete” it,
then I will, just like I might one day continue the abandoned novel of the girl who painted with red. I constantly paint over
my life with red and in ways, so does everyone. This is not good or bad, but something to be mindful of. Stopping
something and then starting over again is not quitting. In fact, sometimes it is an act of compassion to let yourself find a
better and healthier path. However, working through mistakes and obstacles creates a future and life even more meaningful
because of its trials. The decision of what path to take is up to you.

Observe
2018
Document

Many years ago, a young girl whose name I never learnt, would come to sit near me on the grass to draw.
She would return every Friday afternoon and through her drawings, she would interpret the world around
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her in a beautifully peculiar way. She drew the world with unnatural colours, patterns and interesting
shapes and she would introduce squiggles and lines that were never there. She drew the surrounding
flowers, river and sometimes the people who walked by, but the thing she drew the most was me. Each time I
saw her interpretation of myself, I was moved, for I was given such beautiful life. Each time she would finish
a drawing, she would write a message on it, carefully put it in an envelope and place it in my mouth. And
each time, someone would walk by me, notice the envelope, open it up and smile. She did this for years until
her visits suddenly became more infrequent. Soon, I didn’t see her at all. Years passed and it was lonely.
Other children and people started coming, but it wasn’t the same as the girl who saw the world in her
unique way.

One day, years later, she finally revisited me. It was summer, but still she wore a long-sleeved sweater.
Something was wrong. Something was different. Her bright eyes she used to have had become dull. She
didn’t draw that day, she just stood there and looked at me. The visits became infrequent again, but each
time she did visit, she seemed to have wilted even more than the time before. She would sit near me and
draw like she used to, but soon after making a mark on the page, she would crumple the page. Again and
again she would try to draw me and each time she started drawing, she would crumple it up. One day she
finished one of these drawings. It was full of unusual colours as always, but somehow they felt sad. She was
crying as she flipped the page and wrote something on the back. When she filled the page, she put the
drawing in the envelope, but didn’t put it in my mouth - instead she took it home. I waited for that girl to
once again return for years. I still have hope that she will one day return.

Painting/drawing of a tree and the girl

As I said before, I am not going to pretend that art is the only thing or kind of therapy needed to help people
with mental illness to recover and heal. It is simply a tool out of many. For some people, there are other
forms of therapy that is a lot more effective. Most people need a combination of different treatments to truly
help you be on the right path of recovery. Art is helping me to survive and thrive, but it should never be the
only thing you do to take care of yourself. Still, I truly believe that even non-creative minds would benefit
from expressing themselves in a physical way, such as painting, writing, music and scribbling. There are so
many different types of art to explore, just like how there are many different types of therapy. The hard part
is to just give it a try.


